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Figure 1. Illustration of the cleaned examples and the removed ex-
amples (i.e. noise) for the source class ‘Black Footed Albatross’.

In this document, we provide more supporting results to
show the effectiveness of our AdarGCN under both the new
SSFSL and conventional FSL settings. Firstly, we illustrate
the cleaned examples and the removed examples (i.e. noise)
obtained by our AdarGCN-based label denoising (LDN)
method under the new SSFSL setting. Secondly, we present
the weight distributions of outlying examples obtained by
our AdarGCN-based FSL method under the conventional
FSL setting. These qualitative results (shown in Sections 1
and 2) suggest that our AdarGCN can effectively deal with
both noisy and outlying images, explaining its superior per-
formance under both FSL settings. Thirdly, we report some
quantitative 5-way 1-shot results under the conventional FS-
L setting, together with the 5-way 5-shot results in the main
paper,to validate the effectiveness of our AdarGCN with d-
ifferent 5-way settings.

1. Qualitative Results for Label Denoising
As mentioned in the main paper, out of the crawled im-

ages per source class, around 40% are noise; after LDN us-
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Figure 2. Illustration of the weight distributions of outlying exam-
ples over the CUB and mini-ImageNet datasets.

ing our AdaGCN, this percent is reduced to around 10%.
Some examples of the removed images are shown in Fig-
ure 1. We find that both the removed images and the cleaned
images for the source class ‘Black Footed Albatross’ are
generally recognized correctly by our AdarGCN-based LD-
N method. This means that our AdarGCN can deal with the
noisy images and thus achieve superior performance under
the new SSFSL setting.

2. Qualitative Results for Conventional FSL

Figure 2 shows the weight distributions of outlying ex-
amples obtained by our AdarGCN under the conventional
FSL setting. It can be clearly observed that the weight of
branch c is forced to be significantly larger than those of
the other two branches (i.e. b, d) for the outlying examples
so that their negative effect can be effectively limited. This
also explains why our AdarGCN can achieve state-of-the-



Models GCN miniImageNet
MatchingNet [12] no 43.60
ProtoNet [10] no 46.61
MAML [4] no 48.70
Relation Net [11] no 50.44
TPN [8] no 53.75
R2-D2 [2] no 51.80
IMP [1] no 49.60
Baseline++ [3] no 48.24
MetaOptNet [7] no 53.23
GCN [9] yes 50.33
wDAE-GNN [5] yes 51.02
EGCN [6] yes 53.24
AdarGCN (ours) yes 55.71

Table 1. Comparative 5-way 1-shot results for conventional FSL.

art results under the conventional FSL setting. Note that
the problem of outlying images is really very hard to solve,
because it tends to occur in a variety of ways (e.g. occlu-
sion, very small scale, and so on). However, this challeng-
ing problem is shown to be well solved by our AdarGCN,
due to its adaptive aggregation mechanism.

3. More Quantitative Results

Since only the 5-way 5-shot protocol is considered in the
main paper for fair comparison to the latest GCN-based FSL
methods, we also provide the 5-way 1-shot results for con-
ventional FSL in Table 1 to make more extensive compar-
ison. It can be seen that our AdarGCN FSL method yields
2–5% improvements over the latest GCN-based FSL meth-
ods [9, 6, 5] and 2–7% improvements over the state-of-the-
art FSL baselines [8, 2, 1, 3, 7], validating the effectiveness
of our AdarGCN module under one-shot setting.
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